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 Everything is called crisis. 

 
 It started with the corona virus. The covid 19 with its many mutations. 
With the many deaths. With the resurrection of the scientific virologists. 
Now more than 2 years and 8 months later I myself have been felled by 
corona virus. Myself who belongs to the vulnerable group of 93 years of 
elderly people. A group whose immune system is constantly fighting 
invaders. My slowness, belonging to my age, also affects being able to fight 
the vicious virus. In all my doing’s I think I can still do a lot. But no more 
than one or two at a time. Thanks to the fact that girls and boys still have 
not given up science, they have had the opportunity to let me start a new 
day with happy expectations, still at the age of 94. Science's battle with this 
gore virus has not yet been won. On the battlefield, battles are turned 
favorably and for the better, but the war has not yet been won. The viruses, 
the bacteria, just like humanity, will multiply permanently. That's how long 
the battle will go on. I feel better and hope to be there next week. 
 
In those 2 years and 8 months, a lot of crises have slipped into the world.  
The explosion of the crisis into a lot of worries, fears and uncertainties 
arose especially after the Russian invasion of the Ukraine. One potentate, a 
system of and for power, threatens world peace. Waging war is not much 
different than it has been in centuries. Death of destruction and lies. In the 
Middle East, women are treated like coarse dirt and yearn for freedom. To 
the point of bleeding, they are defending and manifesting themselves. We 
will have to accept that the rich years are not possible. We will have to learn 
to be ordinary and humble. A crisis is rampant everywhere. With us, I mean 
here in the West, much is elevated to crisis. Accept that poverty(?) really is 
not going to be solved by a generous government throwing billions. The 
money will always have to be earned. Even in a crisis that will turn out to be 
a shrinking economy. Fortunately, many graduates have been able to study 
in our rich prosperity days but unfortunately have been able to learn too 
little. We are bursting with professions that have all been promoted to 
managers and other English slogans. Managing a word born in the horse 
stables, riding school. Manage 
 
Fortunately, we have many experts who can explain in detail what awaits 
us. The news boys and girls know how to test these experts with chat tricks. 
Chat tricks with which they know exactly what comes in handy in their stall. 
Fortunately, we have a government coalition that, in spite of each other, is 
visible to everyone, to life. Feeling like you're doing it right. Fortunately, we 



have a well-filled second chamber consisting of many parties. They 
sometimes drown themselves in non-important subjects. There is a 
shortage of staff everywhere. There are companies that throw in the towel 
by cancelling appointments and holding up whether Mrs Kaag wants to 
keep them afloat. Fortunately, there are still many Dutch people who;  
 

Don't talk. 
Don't look. 
Don't wait. 
But do it. 

 

I imagine that the experts, ignoramuses and managers mentioned in this 

Non Solus should fill the open jobs. Many of these types of rascals will be 

happy to do meaningful work and be happy with tasks that are waiting to 

be completed. The climate as a crisis is starting to do well. The climate 

crisis has a number of mutations. So we have inflation, sustainability, 

savings, poverty and much more. I have some saving tips. 

 Put the newspaper away, switch to the digital newspaper.  

Watch the news twice a week, or not at all. 

Forget the news boys and girls with the experts.  

Only watch fun programs. Two in a week is enough.  

Shower every day and start rinsing the legs with cold water.  

During the day the TV off and the radio with music on.  

Sit down and think about what you can save.  

Keep counting yourself your blessings in all that cutting back. All these 

crises will disappear again.  

Hunger is the hardest thing that can happen to us. 
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